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PROJECT 2: Magazine Redesign and App
Audience:

Magazine choice

Women, Household cooks.

First, you had to research atleast three different magazines to redesign. I found a fashion one, cooking one, and
a nature one. The one that I felt best about redesigning was the cooking magazine called Feel Good Food. It
was a subdivision magazine created by Woman and Home magazine. This food magazine is filled with different
kinds of healthy recipes.

Pages
Redesign three covers for three different issues. Pick one issue to design a TOC, department spread or page,
and your feauture pages. You had to establish two grids where one of them are just for the department pages.
In this redesign, I have a TOC spread, department spread, A introduction spread for my feature article on another spread, and two additional spreads with recipes in three grids.

Photography
The images used in this magazine were both pulled from other issues of Woman and Homes Feel Good Food
magazine and Unsplash images. The images picked inside the magazine where picked because of the information on the pages and the cover images were picked for their eye catching aesthetic.

App
In addition to redesigning the magazine, you had to create an app version of the magazine. It had to have key
features of your magazine design—cover, navigations/toc, feature, department to this standard app dimensions.
Then put it into a mockup to compare the screen to one another.

Research

The first step in this process was to research different
magazines and why I thought they needed a redesign.
The first option was Grind Magazine, which is a japanese
fashion magazine that show cases the latest male fashion
trends. This magazine could use a redesign with its
typeface and photography. Furthermore, this magazine
doesnt really show it’s japanese roots other than a small
tag line in japanese. The second option was Woman and
home feel good food magazine, which is a food magazine
filled with different kinds of healthy recipes. This magazine
needs a redesign in photography and type hierarchy.
However, with a better food photo that pops out the color
better and a more neutral tone background would give
it the vibrance it needs for more contrast. The typefaces
need to flow together better and establish more of a
hierarchy. And the last option was Backpacker magazine,
which is an outdoor magazine that provides people
information about nature spots across the world. This
magazine needs a redesign in type layout and hierarchy
and color. The color of the type is a little hard to read. The
typefaces flow together but lack a hierarchy.
The chosen magazine was Woman and Home Feel Good
Food magazine.
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grilling and serving with couscous for a persian
inspired fish dish.

TROUT
With it’s sweet, delicate flavor, trout is best
cooked simply. Try baking or oven-roasting
it whole on a bed of seasonal vegetables
like salmon. The body of the fish is lean and
incredibly high in protein. One of the best
foods for weight loss.

STRAWBERRIES
Keep an eye out for the lushes flavorful fruits.
These early, tart fruits are wonderful in salads
with a dark balsamic dressing.

Magazine layouts

Asparagus and
Cheese Tart
This asparagus and cheese tart is a beautifully
easy way to jazz up veggies that are usually
served as a lonely side dish. The addition of a
puff pastry frame adds light crunch and makes
the plate look more formal. Meanwhile the
combination of melted cheeses in this tart adds
an extra layer of richness and indulgence.

Ingredients
300g puff pastry (one medium packet)
200g pack of asparagus tips
110g pack of fine asparagus
60g grated gruyere
30g grated pecorino
30g toasted flaked almonds
1 lemon, to squeeze & zest
1 egg for brushing
Pinch flour
1tbsp Olive oil

Instructions
Preheat the oven to 180C, Gas 4. Unroll the pastry onto
lightly floured baking parchment and roll into a rectangle,
about 1/8 inch thin. Place on a baking tray with its paper
underneath. Score a 1.5cm wide ‘frame’ all around the edge
of the rectangle, taking care not to cut all the way through.
Prick the inner rectangle all over with a fork.
Beat together the egg yolk with 1 tablespoon water to create
an egg wash and brush the pastry frame with it. Bake for 1012 minutes, or until a light golden brown. Leave to cool.
Meanwhile blanch the asparagus in boiling water for 2
minutes, then refresh under cold. Put in a bowl, season, then
toss with 1tsp lemon zest, oil and a squeeze of lemon juice.
Sprinkle the gruyere and ¾ of the pecorino inside the pastry
frame, avoiding the border. Top with the asparagus, neatly
laid, and bake in the oven for 15 minutes until it’s brown.
Finish with more cheese, more zest and the almonds.
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Carrots with
Roasted Caraway
Seeds
Naturally beautiful, rainbow carrots only require
a delicate peel or scrub with a vegetable brush.
Spring into colour with these tasty little bites.
We’ve given them extra crunch with caraway
seeds, which are incredible for aiding digestion.

Ingredients
500g, topped, cleaned baby rainbow carrots
1tbsp olive oil
1tsp lemon juice, fresh is best
½tsp honey
1tsp caraway seeds
pinch of ground coriander
fresh microherbs or coriander to dress

Instructions
Preheat the oven to 200C, Gas 6.
Toss the carrots into a mixing bowl with the oil seeds and
dry coriander and mix well. Roast on a baking tray for 30
minutes, or until going golden.
Season, then drizzle over the honey and lemon juice, give it
all a shake and pop back in for 5mins. Scatter over the herbs
and serve.
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Pesto chicken courgetti
Lemon Chicken with orzo
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Treat friends and neighbors

Food Director

to these aborable mini Easter
cakes! Find these and more at
womanandhome.com/recipies

Spring has sprung and I’ve been running around town
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EMMA BADGER

restaurants, nothing compares to fish and chips on
Whitby seafront. I Arrived early at Mary’s launch and

Sub Editors
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met friendly faces who I assumed were industry people.
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on a moped by a handsome young Roman. Later, I
discovered I had been looked after by Mary’s childhood
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in-law. How refreshing that this national treasure had
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James told me that even after eating in the world’s best
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ASPARAGUS

W H AT ’ S I N

British asparagus hits its peak until July.
Considered a delicacy, it offers high levels of
vitamins A and C, Potassium, Iron, and Calcium.
Try slicing the stalks into rounds and adding them
raw to salads.

SEASON?

CARROTS

The original super-food. Carrots are packed
with vitamin A. which is great for eye health.
Furthermore, They provide soluble and insoluble
fibre, potassium, vitamin B6, which helps the
body make serotonin. The feel good chemical in
our brains.

PUPRLE SPROUTING
BROCCOLI

Another superfood contender, this dark broccoli
is full of iron, folic acid, fibre and vitamin C. It
really comes to life when paired with salty foodstry it with grilled halloumi or bacon.

RADISHES

ASPARAGUS

Sliced thinly and added raw to salads or rice
dishes, these blush pink root veggies add a pop
of pepper and colour to any meal. Radishes re a
good source of anthocyanin, a pigment known to
help with the heart.

British asparagus hits its peak until july. Considered
a delicacy, it offers high levels of vitamins A and C,
Potassium, Iron, and Calcium. Try slicing the stalks into

.

rounds and adding them raw to salads

»

CRAB

»

»

Low in fat and super high in protein, fresh crab
meat is a luxurious and filling treat for risottos
and salads. it can protect against heart disease.
Improve cognitive function and help reduce
psoriasis while its mineral content supports the
immune system.
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Carrots with Roasted
Caraway Seeds
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Asparagus and
Cheese Tart
This asparagus and cheese tart is a
beautifully easy way to jazz up veggies
that are usually served as a lonely side
dish. The addition of a puff pastry frame
adds light crunch and makes the plate look
more formal. Meanwhile the combination
of melted cheeses in this tart adds an extra
layer of richness and indulgence.

Naturally beautiful, rainbow carrots only
require a delicate peel or scrub with a
vegetable brush. Spring into colour with
these tasty little bites. We’ve given them
extra crunch with caraway seeds, which are
incredible for aiding digestion.
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